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A Novel Approach for Reduction of Blocking
Effects in Low-Bit-Rate Image Compression

Zhou Wang and Dapeng Zhang,Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this letter we propose a new approach for re-
moving blocking artifacts in reconstructed block-encoded images.
The key of the approach is using piecewise similarity within
different parts of the image asa priori to give reasonable modi-
fications to the block boundary pixels. This makes our approach
different from traditional ones, which are often developed by
applying some kinds of smoothing constraints on local regions.
Experimental results show that our approach well achieves en-
hanced decoding for JPEG-decoded images both objectively and
subjectively.

Index Terms—Blocking effect, image coding, image enhance-
ment.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE OF THE major disadvantages of block-based image
coding techniques is “blocking effect.” There are two

general approaches to reduce blocking effects. In the first
approach, the blocking effect is dealt with at the encoding
side using overlapping schemes [1], [2]. This kind of methods
may lead to an increase in the bit rate or modify the encoding
and decoding procedures dramatically. The second approach
uses some postprocessing techniques at the decoding side.
It can improve the visual quality of the reconstructed image
without using any extra bits or applying any modification on
the encoding or decoding procedures. Due to these advantages,
most recently proposed algorithms are conducted by using the
second approach [1], [3]–[7].

Generally speaking, the traditional postprocessing tech-
niques, whether they are applied in spatial or transform do-
main, are implemented by applying some smoothing con-
straints on the local regions. In this letter, we propose a
fundamentally different approach which breaks through the
traditional framework in two ways: 1) it is not necessary to
apply any smoothing constraint on local regions and 2) it can
make use of the information of remote regions.

II. BLOCKING EFFECT REDUCTION ALGORITHM

Suppose the image block size is fixed to be
Our algorithm is first applied horizontally to recover
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Fig. 1. Postprocessing results for JPEG-decoded image. “Lena,” 512� 512,
8 bit/pixel.

vertical boundaries. Let
be the vector of the

pixel values across the boundary of two blocks in the
blocky image, where and

are two groups of pixels in
the same line of the left and right blocks, respectively.
The real block boundary is between and Let

be
the vector of a line of pixels within one block. Since all
the pixels in are in the same block, we assumeis of
good continuity and use the continuity of to recover the
discontinuity of For a certain there exist many possible

’s in the whole image, but we choose only one from them.
First, a candidate should not be very far away from We
restrict it to be within an pixel wide and pixel high
rectangle region centered about the middle point ofThe
criterion for the selection of from these candidate’s is
how well it can match through a matching function
In other words, it should be similar to This is what we
have mentioned “piecewise similarity.” We use a one-order
linear function as the matching function
and use the weighted mean-square error (WMSE) to evaluate
the matching result

(1)

where the weight vector
satisfies the following conditions:

(2)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of postprocessing result for hat region of “Lena.” Top left: original image. Top right: JPEG-decoded image. Bottom: postprocessed image.

(3)

(4)

By solving the equations and , we
can obtain the parameters and

(5)

Each candidate will result in an but only the one
with the minimal is our ultimate choice. The selected,
together with , is used to generate the recovered vector

Each is a linear combination of and

(6)

where the vector
is selected so that

(7)

(8)

is defined as

if

otherwise
(9)

where and are two parameters used to control the
shape of The goal of using and is to provide a
tradeoff between modification and maintenance of. should
be selected so that the closer the pixel to the block boundary,
the more it is modified. is selected so that the better

can match , the more is modified. In very few special
cases where we can not find athat can match well, i.e., all

, we just use a simple method to smooth and

(10)

(11)

where is employed to determine how much the pixel
values are smoothed. Our algorithm is first applied to the
vertical block boundaries of every line. Then it is applied to the
horizontal block boundaries using the same way. The corner of
each block is processed as the average of these two procedures.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We use several 8-bit/pixel grayscale images to test our
algorithm. The test images are first coded using JPEG standard
at different bit rates, where the JPEG program is from the
version 6 of the Independent JPEG Group (IJP). The JPEG de-
coded images are then subject to our blocking effect reduction
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TABLE I
POST-PROCESSINGRESULTS OF “L ENA” 512 � 512, 8 BITS/PIXEL

algorithm. In our approach, the following control parameters
are chosen:

The same set of parameters is applied to all of the test images
coded at all tested bit rates.

To make our algorithm easily compared with other ap-
proaches, the experimental results given in this letter are under
the following conditions: 1) the test image is image
“Lena;” 2) peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used as the
objective standard to evaluate the postprocessing results; and
3) the test image is encoded and then decoded using JPEG
standard at a relatively large range of bit rates ranging from
about 0.15–0.45 bit/pixel. The decoding and postprocessing
results are shown in Table I and Fig. 1. By using our
blocking effect reduction algorithm, PSNR’s are improved by
a magnitude of 0.2–0.85 dB. Our algorithm achieves relatively
good results among those obtained by other approaches such
as POCS [4], CLS [4], and Crouseet al.’s method [5], which

are also shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 gives subjective illustrations
of the decoding and postprocessing results of the enlarged hat
region of “Lena.” The postprocessed image appears to have
enhanced quality from the JPEG decoded image.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this letter we introduce a new approach to reduce block-
ing artifacts from block-coded images. Different from tradi-
tional approaches, our algorithm is implemented by employing
a special kind of information redundancy—piecewise simi-
larity within natural images. Experiments on JPEG-decoded
images indicate that both PSNR and visual quality are im-
proved.
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